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The Tuu Mini Network comprises a number of Tuu 360 or Tuu PTZ cameras, or a 

combination of both, together with a PoE switch and Tuu Server programmed with 

VMS software.  

The Tuu 360 cameras transmit the entire 360° views in a 12mp fisheye video 

format and the Tuu PTZ cameras transmit HD video  to the Tuu Server via the 

network and PoE switch. The cameras and server have integral IR illumination for 

day and night viewing. The Tuu cameras are powered via the PoE switch whereas 

the Tuu Server is powered via a PoE injector (supplied). 

The free viewer software de-warps the 360° fisheye format into a standard viewing 

format for a selected segment in real-time or from recorded video. The Tuu Server 

has on-board storage of up to 10Tb. 

Revader Security’s Tuu products are designed for harsh IP68 environments with a 

wide temperature range. The cases are machined from solid aluminium protected 

by an epoxy paint finish (also available in stainless steel) and the viewing windows 

are manufactured to IK10 standards.  Wall, pole and ceiling mounting brackets are 

made from stainless steel.  

All units can be easily removed for deep immersion cleaning and can be easily 

added or redeployed in other locations, making the Tuu networks extremely 

flexible.  

Revader Security’s team of engineers are happy to advise on network or system 

design, including storage calculations and can supply all network components 

preconfigured as part of its free customer service. Remote access can be installed 

for remote viewing or resolution of system configuration issues.  

 Slaughterhouses/ abattoirs 

 Industrial clean rooms 

 Medical isolation units 

 Laboratory environments 

 Construction sites, farms, goods vehicles 

 Cargo ships, marinas, yachts and ferries 

 Open spaces - e.g. parks, car parks 

 Scene of crime recording 

 Exposure to extreme weather 

 Rapid installation & redeployment to meet 

changing security demands 

 Rugged construction: impervious to water, vi-

bration, shock, biohazards, temperature, dust 

and impact 

 Easily integrates into existing CCTV systems 

 HD video 

 Integral IR for day and night operation 

 Rapid demount for deep cleaning 

 Operates in marine conditions 

 Functions submerged in up to 1.5m water 

 Use in any environment from desert to tundra 
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